The Research Aircraft Flight Simulator was designed and manufactured by CAE Inc., which is a very well known internationally Aerospace Company in Aircraft Modeling and Simulation Technologies. This simulator was designed following specific requirements of the Laboratory of Applied Research in Active Controls, Avionics and AeroServoElasticity LARCASE team at ETS in Montreal with the aim to be used for research purposes. The authors are the members of the team. This simulator is equipped with a Flight Dynamics Level D open source code, thus it will be used as a Flight Certified Bench Test with the idea to validate Flight Dynamics Models new codes and methodologies. The Cessna Citation X is the fastest today business aircraft available on the market. The authors used this simulator in order to establish a new methodology for the identification of the roll response.
Introduction
The Cessna Citation X business aircraft flight dynamics model was identified and validated as explained in [1, 2] . Various optimal control methodologies have been studied for the Cessna Citation X in [3, 4, 5] . The engine of the Cessna Citation X was identified in [6, 7] . The main objective of this research was to determine the variation of main parameters of the Cessna Citation X, with initial angle of attack and Mach numbers during the Roll response mode. These parameters include the aerodynamic derivatives such as the rolling moment due to roll rate and l p , and the (Rolling moment due to aileron deflection and .
Methodology
The Roll response, as mentioned in the literature, is a lateral mode of an aircraft. During the roll of the aircraft, is known that the difference in lift caused by the wings creates a moment that tends to being the airplane back to equilibrium. The roll rate p and roll angle φ may be modeled for the deflections of the aileron angle .
Both approaches were used in this research, the time domain or state space representation, and the frequency domain or the transfer function modeling. The Roll response is a lateral mode of an aircraft. Here, the aircraft rolls, where the wing that descends has an increase angle of attack while the other behaves oppositely. The difference in lift caused by the wings creates a moment that tends to being the plane back to equilibrium. The roll rate (p) and roll angle (φ) were modeled for a deflection in aileron angle ( ).
The time domain and frequency domain approaches were both used in this project. The time domain approach used a steady state representation to model the roll response mode whereas the frequency domain approach used transfer functions. It has been chosen to perform a set of roll response flight tests using the JJ10 protocol. The aircraft was made to roll in one direction around 10 seconds, hold its position for 5 seconds, then roll to the other end in 20 seconds, then hold for 5 seconds before returning back to its initial position in 10 seconds. During these tests, only one 
The tfest function estimated the continuoustime transfer function in the frequency domain. The coefficients have been estimated based on the input and output data, initial conditions and sampling period. The FAA criterion was taken into account for the Roll response mode value p that would depend on the difference between the model and experimental roll rate p. All the estimated coefficients during validation tests were interpolated using their initial angle of attack and Mach number, and they were further introduced into the state space/transfer function representation to produce the modeled roll rate p and roll angle φ.
Results
It has been noted that the frequency domain approach gave much better results than the time domain approach. Graphs were traced for the model identification and validation, successful and failed tests for both approaches. Results were obtained for the identification and validation of tests 1 and 2 for the variation of the roll rate p and roll angle φ with time, where model simulated data were compared with experimental flight test data. As previously mentioned, the FAA criteria for a successful Roll response test was demanding. Recalling, the difference between the modelled and experimental roll rates had to be within 10% or 2°/sec. In other words, if only all the points in the two graphs obeyed the criteria, the particular test was a success.
Results were obtained using the two different time and frequency domain approaches. A number of 263 identification tests and 10 validation tests were performed. The flight envelope shown below gives the Gross weight GW and Centre of gravity CG 13 points used to perform the tests. For each point, a number of 21 tests were conducted at different altitudes and CAS, thus 263 points were obtained. In the following Figures 2 and 3 , the envelope was represented with continuous line, the sucessful identification tests were presented with crosses (+), the successful validation tests were represented with circles and the failed validation tests were presented with x. As the angle of attack increases, a decrease in the magnitude of can be observed in Figure 6 . The control effectiveness of the ailerons tends to decrease with high angles of attack that could be attributed to this trend.
At high angles of attack, the roll moment created by certain deflection in aileron decreases while there is no relationship between and the Mach number. The variation of the aerodynamic coefficients lp and l δa with Mach number and angle of attack is shown in Figures 6 and 7 .
Conclusion
The results obtained through the frequency domain approach were better than the results obtained using the time domain approach.
In the frequency domain method, it is possible to separate modes while modeling. In this particular case, the frequency domain approach was able to model the roll response mode without the interference of the Dutch roll and spiral modes. A flight envelope with points from all extremities was chosen in order to test the roll response mode for many different flight cases. As future work, a higher number of flight tests from available spaces in the flight envelope maybe conducted to increase the database and improve the accuracy of the results. The validation results obtained from the frequency domain method were good according to the FAA criteria, therefore the model used proved to be a suitable one to model the roll response of an aircraft. The identified coefficients produced trends with angle of attack and Mach number that were effectively explained in the previous section. It is important to be able to interpret these patterns in order to validate the results obtained.
Finally, both methods satisfied the objectives successfully. These two methods were a good mode of comparison of the results obtained.
Other identification methods for the engine or aircraft are described in [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22] .
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